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Abstract 

 

TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS OF THE TELEOST DOPAMINERGIC VENTRAL 
DIENCEPHALON AS A HOMOLOG TO THE MAMMALIAN SUBSTANTIA NIGRA 

 

Briana Caitlyn Freshner 

 

 Parkinson’s disease is a neurological disorder that affects a patient’s voluntary 

motor control through loss of dopamine signaling originating from the substantia nigra 

pars compacta.  To discover more about the origins of the disease, this research attempted 

to replicate Parkinsonian deficits in an animal model using laser ablation of specific 

neurons.  Previous research has shown potential homology of specific projection 

pathways from the zebrafish ventral diencephalon (vDC) to regions of the teleost brain to 

dopaminergic projections from the substantia nigra in the human brain.  I used a 

transgenic line of zebrafish developed to express green fluorescence protein in cells with 

dopamine transporters and targeted specific diencephalic clusters in five-day old larvae 

using laser pulses.  Bilateral ablation of the second diencephalic clusters within the vDC 

resulted in decreased spontaneous swimming activity, responses to visually-evoked 

startle stimuli, and responses to auditory-evoked startle responses.  These effects are 

consistent with pharmacological lesions targeting the same neurons in zebrafish and add 
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to evidence that the zebrafish vDC is functionally homologous to the mammalian 

substantia nigra. 
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Testing the Hypothesis of the Teleost Dopaminergic Ventral Diencephalon as a 

Homolog to the Mammalian Substantia Nigra 

 Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a movement disorder characterized by resting tremors 

and a progressive decline in voluntary motor control.  Other common symptoms of PD 

are disruptions to emotional regulation and cognition, likely due to damage of the 

dopaminergic pathway involved (Jankovic, 2007).  PD chiefly involves damage to or 

death of the dopaminergic cells in the pars compacta of the substantia nigra (Fearnley & 

Lees, 1991; Jankovic, 2007).  The substantia nigra is involved in both dopamine (DA) 

production and voluntary motor control.  DA neurons project to the striatum from 

neurons both in the pars compacta and in the cerebral cortex.  The pathways most critical 

to voluntary motor behavior are within the basal ganglia (Herrero, Barcia, & Navarro, 

2002), where pathology can drive PD symptoms. 

 The primary treatment for PD centers on increasing the DA available in the brain 

to increase neuronal signaling and compensate for the apparent decrease in activity 

(Carlsson, Lindqvist, & Magnusson, 1957; Carlsson, Lindqvist, Magnusson, & Waldeck, 

1958).  Whether by ingestion of L-DOPA (the precursor to DA) or by electrical 

stimulation of the presynaptic neurons of the substantia nigra, DA is increased, but is not 

target specific to the motor controlling neurons.  With these treatments, symptoms 

improve but increased dosages of L-DOPA or higher electrical stimulation are required 

over time, until they are no longer effective (Fearnley & Lees, 1991; Bronstein et al., 

2011).  These increases in DA also increase the risks of side effects. 
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 Current treatment options for PD do not slow the progression of the disease, 

indicating that they are treating the symptoms rather than the cause.  To further 

understand the pathology of PD, the location and amount of damage that has to occur to 

exhibit symptomology must be pinpointed.  To target suspected cells, animal models can 

be used to consistently locate specific neurons.  

 Zebrafish (Danio rerio) have recently been the subjects of extensive research 

because of the ease of their care and the predictability of their behavior.  As larvae, 

zebrafish are transparent, making visualization of DA cells possible in transgenic lines, 

while maintaining the same subjects for behavioral analysis.  Understanding the 

behavioral effects of specific groups of cells may lead to a better understanding PD 

etiology and bolster the evidence that loss of dopamine transporter-expressing (DAT-

expressing, which handles reuptake of DA in the synapse) neurons is explicitly 

responsible in the symptomology. This information would better guide future research 

towards the molecular vulnerabilities of those neurons, including the possible role of the 

DAT itself in the role of PD pathogenesis.  Knowing the underlying system can also 

guide further research into related disorders with dyskinesia symptoms.  
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Literature Review 

Neuropathology of PD 

 Modern theories of PD pathology originated in 1919 with the discovery of lower 

cell densities in the substantia nigra, in the brains of PD patients (Jankovic, 2007).  The 

missing cells proved to be dopamine-releasing (DA-releasing) neurons that sent 

ascending projections to the motor nuclei of the basal ganglia, including the striatum 

(Herrero et al., 2002; Shin & Fishman, 2002).  Fearnley and Lees (1991) found that the 

substantia nigra is arranged in a three-tier system: pars reticula, the dorsal pars compacta, 

and the ventral pars compacta.  They found that the average post-mortem cell loss in the 

pars compacta was around 91% in the ventral lateral and ventral intermediate parts, 71% 

in the ventral medial part, and between 45% and 61% in the pars lateralis, dorsal lateral, 

and dorsal medial.  An estimated 65%-80% of substantia nigra cells are lost before 

functional compensation fails and symptoms are first diagnosed.  The striatal loss of DA, 

in particular in the caudate nucleus and putamen (parts of the striatum), supports the use 

of DA replacement drugs.  Because of this, the DA precursor L-DOPA, is now a standard 

treatment (Carlsson et al., 1957; Carlsson et al., 1958).  Although PD research has led to 

effective science-based therapies (e.g. L-DOPA), the initial causes of the disease are 

unknown.  Much of the current research into the causes of PD relies upon animal models 

of dopamine cell loss. 

 In PD, the cells expressing DAT often undergo apoptosis, or programmed cell 

death.  These transporters in the substantia nigra control the reuptake of DA from the 
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presynaptic neurons, affecting the availability of DA for later synaptic transmission, 

which in turn affects stimulation of post-synaptic receptors (Burke et al., 2004).  

Increased DAT expression relates to increased vulnerability to disease, suggesting that 

DATs themselves may be part of the mechanism of cell damage.  L-DOPA therapy 

decreases motor symptoms but does not prevent or slow the degeneration of DAT 

expressing neurons (Roscol et al., 2011).   

 Recent research has found flaws with the treatment of L-DOPA in its use to 

counteract the symptoms of PD.  The fact that increasing dosages have to be administered 

(Fearnley & Lees, 1991; Bronstein et al., 2011), and that eventually even the highest 

dosages stop masking symptoms, implies the possibility that this treatment is not only 

failing to stop disease progression, but also exacerbating the problem.  A growing body 

of research has found that a potentially neurotoxic effect of DA metabolite, L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPAL), is created by the breakdown of DA by monoamine 

oxidase (Burke et al., 2004; Li et al., 2001; Stednitz et al., 2015).   

 Both DA and DOPAL cross the cell membrane by means of DATs.  Inside the 

cells of healthy patients, the DOPAL metabolizes further into 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-acetic 

acid, a harmless chemical, by means of monoamine oxidase, but in PD patients, this 

mechanism seems disrupted.  Recently, monoamine oxidase inhibitors have been used in 

PD in conjunction with L-DOPA, or as a monotherapy, to prevent metabolism of DA into 

DOPAL (Rascol et al., 2011).  
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 Given that L-DOPA therapy alleviates symptoms initially without slowing the 

progression of the disease (Hornykiewicz, 1993; Bronstein et al., 2011), the ideal solution 

would be to find a treatment option that interferes with the disease progression.  For 

future researchers to be able to do so most effectively, a deeper understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms and synaptic connections must be achieved.  If something such 

as stem cells might be used to rebuild faulty neurons in the substantia nigra, specific 

abnormalities, such as those that might be present in the DAT itself, must be established 

for targeting.  Because of the complexity of the human brain and that of ethical 

responsibilities, using an animal model to find homologous structures that have direct 

effects on motor behaviors is the first step towards achieving this treatment.  

Zebrafish as a Model Species 

Use of zebrafish (Danio rerio) provides a simple vertebrate organism to study the 

functioning of individual neurons.  A single zebrafish mating pair can produce clutches of 

hundreds of eggs at a time, tending towards low genetic diversity in a sample used for 

experimentation.  This low diversity gives researchers a sample population that has fewer 

confounding variables of genetic diversity, allowing for more control in the 

experiments.  Larval zebrafish are transparent, making them an ideal model animal for 

research because internal structures are visible under the microscope without diminishing 

their capacity to behave.  Zebrafish neural development happens at a fast rate, with most 

of the nervous system structure present by 7 days post fertilization (dpf). 
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Zebrafish behaviors.  The most stereotyped motor behaviors of the zebrafish are 

categorized under two headings: spontaneous swimming activity and startle 

response.  Spontaneous swimming is a baseline of motor behavior for the zebrafish, with 

the fish swimming around their environment in the absence of a stimulus.  I will measure 

this behavior by placing a zebrafish in an individual well and recording activity for a 

given duration, and quantify it as a percent of the time spent in motion.  These responses 

are also quantified as mean velocity, which is the average distance moved over the entire 

time of imaging procedure, and active velocity, which is the distance moved over only 

the time spent moving (Farrell et al., 2011). 

 The startle response is an escape behavior that occurs when the zebrafish 

experiences a stimulus evolutionarily associated with danger (Colwill & Creton, 

2011).  Measures of this response are typically elicited through an auditory tap, a light, 

tactile, or electrical stimulus (Lam, Korzh, & Strahle, 2005).  These stimuli elicit a C-

start response, so named for the shape the fish take immediately following the 

stimulus.  From this classic “C” shape, the fish then execute an escape swim.  One 

method to assess this behavior is to put zebrafish larvae individually into small wells with 

a camera recording their response to the stimulus.  Another method of measuring startle 

responses is with high speed imaging of partially-embedded larvae (Lam et al., 

2005).  Researchers embed the head of the larvae in agarose while the trunk and tail have 

free movement.  This simplifies analyses, but neglects the behavior of the escape swim 

after startle.  
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 To measure these behaviors, the zebrafish larvae habituate to the imaging 

chamber and are then presented with the startle stimulus.  The auditory response is often 

evoked using a tap near one side of the wells (Kimmel, Patterson, & Kimmel, 1974), 

which causes waves of pressure in the water similar to those produced by other, larger 

fish, much like the waves in the wake of a boat on top of the water.  These pressure 

waves alert the fish of the direction the danger.   

 The light stimulus is associated with aerial predators.  Since zebrafish in the wild 

are in rivers and other relatively shallow water, a dramatic decrease of lighting would be 

indicative of a predator coming from above to the fish.  To assess this startle response, 

the zebrafish are acclimated to the ambient light, and then the light source turns off for 

ten seconds. 

 Zebrafish also exhibit optically based behaviors, most often quantified as 

optokinetic response and optomotor response (Roeser & Baier, 2003).  The optokinetic 

response is a measure of the eye movements when an immobilized fish is visually 

tracking apparent movement.  The optomotor response is the teleost response behavior to 

apparent movement in the water around it, wherein the fish follows the flow of a moving 

gradient.  Both of these behaviors are evoked by moving gradients projected around the 

fish, with the embedded fish’s optokinetic response elicited through gradients on the 

walls going around in a circle, and the optomotor response through gradients going in a 

particular direction on the top or bottom of the chamber. 
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Disease modeling.  Aside from having stereotyped behaviors, the zebrafish can 

also be genetically altered.  Inserting or removing genetic code into or out of developing 

larvae can generate different transgenic lines to benefit different research 

goals.  Microinjecting DNA into the cytoplasm following fertilization of an embryo is a 

technique used to create transgenic animal models (Sager et al., 2010).  Those fish 

(generation zero) grow to adulthood and their offspring are screened for the transgene 

(Xi, Yu, Godoy, Hatcj, Poitras, & Ekker, 2011). 

 The line that I used in this research has transgenes wherein cells that express DAT 

produce a green fluorescence protein (GFP; Xi et al., 2011).  This results in an organism 

that, when examined under a laser scanning microscope, has neurons that can be seen.  Xi 

et al. supported the presence of the DA production in the cells by use of tyrosine 

hydroxylase immunostaining.  These transgenic zebrafish have verified fluorescence for 

the diencephalon groups 2-6, which is particularly useful to this current work for 

targeting those cells for laser ablation. 

 Another use of zebrafish in studying PD is the use of knockout genes.  One of the 

genes associated with PD is (PTEN)-induced putative kinase 1 (pink1), and is the second 

most common hereditary cause of PD (Anichtchik et al., 2008).  From studies in fruit 

flies (Drosophila melanogaster), pink1 deficiency seems to be related to parkin 

deficiency, the gene most commonly mutated in hereditary PD.  Anichtchik et al. found 

that tyrosine hydroxylase-positive neurons in the diencephalon of PINK1 knockdown 

larvae were reduced by approximately 30% compared to controls at two dpf.  The 
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researchers also rescued the behavior with PINK1 mRNA injections, restoring levels of 

PINK1 protein.  Using acridine orange build up as a marker, they found cell death in the 

larvae with the lack of PINK1 protein. 

 Flinn et al. (2009) spliced a human mutated parkin sequence in wild type fish and 

found these they had dopaminergic cell loss of about 25%, but no significant loss of 

swimming ability.  This suggests that higher cell loss initiates the symptoms associated 

with PD, which in human patients often presents at around 70% cell loss (Jankovic, 

2007). 

 Lam, Korzh, and Strahle (2005) applied 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), a neurotoxin shown to produce rapid-onset of PD-like 

symptomology in humans, to zebrafish embryos and observed impaired movement and 

similar toxicity to DA-producing cells as seen in humans.  They also found deficits in 

trunk and tail movements in response to tactile stimulation in the MPTP treated group. 

 Another use of zebrafish to determine the functions of specific cells is by ablation.  

Laser ablations are thought to work by the generation of heat in the target of the laser, 

which raises the kinetic energy of the molecules in the cell to a point that breaks the weak 

hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions that stabilize the protein (Vogel & 

Venugopalan, 2003).  The laser intensity is believed to generate free radicals along with 

raising the temperature (Roeser & Baier, 2003), which damage organelles and in turn 

should trigger cell death (Majno & Joris, 1995).   
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 Roeser and Baier (2003) used lasers to ablate the optic tectum in six to seven dpf 

larvae and measured their optomotor response and optokinetic response.  By using the 

GFP expressed by the target cell, they were able to aim the laser at the specified area 

without signs of damage to the surrounding cells.  By inserting carbocyanine dye into the 

eyes and showing arborization at the pretectum but not the tectum, they demonstrated 

successful ablation, indicating that connections to the tectum had not regenerated. 

 Xi (2011) however, did find cell regeneration after laser ablation.  Xi performed 

laser ablations on three dpf zebrafish larvae.  Effectiveness of the ablations was 

established by double immunostaining of GFP and tyrosine hydroxylase on cryosections 

of ablated embryos.  However, this method does not determine whether cells were 

completely destroyed or merely damaged.  Xi then raised these embryos to five-dpf, and 

found significant cell regeneration. 

 Cell death has also been visualized in zebrafish larvae by use of acridine orange 

staining (Anichtchik et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2011).  Acridine orange cannot permeate a 

living cell, but will bind to the DNA of a cell with compromised membranes.  Carvan, 

Loucks, Weber, and Williams (2004) used acridine orange to quantify the amount of cell 

death caused by ethanol on zebrafish larvae, validating its use in zebrafish.  They used 

acridine orange to count the number of cells differing from their experimental group to 

their control.  Similarly, propidium iodide is a nucleic acid stain that cannot permeate a 

living cell, but will bind to the DNA of a cell with compromised membrane (Invitrogen, 

2006).  Propidium iodide has been used as a counterstain in zebrafish larvae 
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(Myrzakhanova et al., 2013; Souza, Romano-Silva, and Tropepe, 2011).  It has also been 

used along with antibody stains to identify microtome-sectioned cell bodies (Kanai, Imai, 

and Nakayasu, 2007), and was used to stain nuclei in zebrafish embryos (Hernandez, 

Moreno, Olivari, & Allende, 2006).  These uses validate propidium iodide use in 

zebrafish as effective for staining DNA in membrane-damaged cells. 

The vDC in Zebrafish 

 Given that PD affects the dopaminergic cells primarily in the substantia nigra in 

the human brain, it is important to understand analogs of this area in zebrafish.  Many 

anatomical areas most important to modeling neurodegenerative diseases preserve 

phylogenetically through species, making the vertebrate animal zebrafish very effective 

at modeling PD (Sager, Bai, & Burton, 2010).  The spinal cord is homologous in 

structure to that of humans.  Though the interpretations of the similarities in the forebrain 

are harder to elucidate, the ventral telencephalon in zebrafish is comparable in function to 

mammalian basal ganglion regions, and is associated with motor control in humans.  Like 

the striatum in mammals, the subpallium (SP) in zebrafish and other parts of the ventral 

telencephalon express D1 and D2 type dopamine receptors.  This area includes ample 

ascending dopaminergic projections. 

 There are various well-documented DA groups in the zebrafish brain, including 

those in the telencephalon and diencephalon (Sager et al., 2010; Schweitzer et al., 

2011).  Figure 1 presents the labeled groups of the vDC.  As with humans, dopaminergic 

function plays an integral role in motor functioning in zebrafish.  Studies with MPTP 
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have found significant disruption to the spontaneous movement of larvae, as well as 

adults (Lam et al., 2005; McKinley et al., 2005; Sallinen et al., 2009; Sager et al., 

2010).  Rink and Wulliman (2001, 2002) have proposed the vDC groups 1, 2, and 4/5 as 

corresponding to the human substantia nigra (as reviewed by Sager et al., 2010).  
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Figure 1.  Diencephalic clusters.  Schematic showing the approximate locations of 
dopamine transporter expressing neuron clusters in the diencephalon (posterior forebrain) 
of a five-day old zebrafish larvae.  These cell groups are referred to as diencephalic 
clusters, abbreviated DC, followed by the cluster number (e.g. DC2).  Labels are shown 
only on the left but most occur as bilateral sets.  Adapted from Figure 1 of Schweitzer et 
al., 2011. 
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 The DC1 group has projections found mostly connecting to the local 

endohypothalamic tract (EHT) in the diencephalon (Tay et al. 2011).  The EHT 

interconnects between the hypothalamus and the posterior tuberculum (Kastenhuber, 

Kratochwil, Ryu, Schweitzer, & Driever, 2010).  The posterior tuberculum is a teleostean 

dopaminergic system that ascends to the putative striatum-equivalent, the SP (Rink & 

Wullimann, 2001).  It also makes some connections to other hindbrain areas, but at a low 

rate between 10%-20% (Tay et al., 2011). 

 The DC2 group to projects to the SP, the postoptic commissure, the lateral 

diencephalon, the pretectum, the EHT, the hypothalamus, the tectum, the hindbrain, and 

the spinal cord (Tay et al., 2011; Schweitzer et al., 2011).  Between 40%-60% of the 

neurons project to the spinal cord, and 60%-80% to the EHT.  The SP receives some 

projections as well, making it a primary target for Parkinsonian symptomology. 

 DC5 neurons primarily project to the EHT, with 80%-100% of the neurons 

studied making these connections, and the descending axons involved mostly terminate in 

the spinal cord, at 20%-40% (Tay et al., 2011).  DC4, which is close to DC5, follows 

many of the same paths as DC5, with a slightly higher rate of connections to the spinal 

cord at between 40%-60%.  DC4 also includes the addition of some minor (10%-20%) 

projections to the SP and pretectum.  With these projection patterns, there is a high 

chance of diencephalic groups being relevant to PD study. 
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Statement of the Problem 

 The zebrafish vDC is a proposed functional homolog of the mammalian 

substantia nigra (Flinn et al., 2009; Schweitzer et al., 2011; Tay et al., 2011; Xi et al., 

2011).  This hypothesis has important implications for the use of zebrafish as a model to 

study PD neuropathology, but requires further research to verify it.  The current 

experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that dopaminergic vDC neurons in 

zebrafish larvae perform homologous motor functions to dopaminergic substantia nigra 

neurons in mammals, specifically, that they have a selective role in movement initiation.  

Selective vDC neuron laser ablations were performed and the effects on several motor 

functions were examined.  The homology hypothesis and previous research (Farrell et al., 

2011; Stednitz, 2014) predict that ablating DAT-expressing vDC neurons will disrupt 

spontaneous swimming but not sensory-evoked swimming (auditory-evoked startle, 

visually-evoked startle). 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1a.  Bilateral ablations of DC2 clusters in five-dpf zebrafish larvae 

will decrease spontaneous swimming, measured as the percentage of time spent in 

motion, compared to laser-exposed but un-ablated control larvae. 

Hypothesis 1b.  Bilateral ablations of DC2 clusters in five-dpf zebrafish larvae 

will not alter auditory- or visually-evoked startle response rates or latency of responses. 
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Hypothesis 1c.  For larvae that do respond to auditory- or visual-stimuli, bilateral 

ablations of DC2 clusters in five-dpf zebrafish larvae will decrease startle swim velocity 

and total distance traveled. 

Rationale for Hypothesis 1.  Substantia nigra dopaminergic neurons are 

specifically involved in initiation of voluntary movements in mammals (Fearnley & Lees, 

1991; Birkmayer & Hornykiewicz, 1961, as described by Hornykiewicz, 1993), 

therefore, ablation of a primary vDC cluster should impair initiation of movement, 

lowering the percentage of time in motion.  This pattern of results has been found 

previously in zebrafish larvae after chemical lesions of dopaminergic neurons (Farrell et 

al., 2011).  Startle response rate and latency was not affected after treatment of L-DOPA 

(Stednitz et al., 2015), but tail beat frequency and angle were reduced after MPTP 

treatment (Lam et al., 2005) which would decrease the following movement. 
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Method 

Instruments and Software 

 Larvae were raised in Egg water (one liter of deionized water mixed with 0.25 

grams Instant Ocean, 0.075 grams Calcium sulfate, 0.1 milliliter methylene 

blue).  Fluorescence imaging and laser ablations were performed with an Olympus 

Fluoview FV1000 Confocal Microscope.  Behavioral imaging utilized a PTEM Photon 

Focus high-speed camera.  Custom computer programs written in DAQFactory 

(Azeotech) controlled camera and startle-stimuli automatically, using a Labjack U3 to 

interface between the computer and hardware devices (cameras, lights, and motors).  All 

images were processed and quantified using scripts in ImageJ (NIH) that subtract stable 

background pixels and isolate larval positions (in XY coordinate space) on each frame of 

the image stack, and results were analyzed with code written for R version 3.2.3.  ImageJ 

script for spontaneous swimming analysis is included in Appendix A. 

Subjects 

 The transgenic line of zebrafish (tg(DAT:eGFP)) used in this project were 

acquired from the University of Ottawa and raised to breeding age.  I selected this 

transgenic model for fluorescence expressed in the DAT cells in the vDC (Xi et al., 

2011), which were the targets for ablations.   The Humboldt State University IACUC 

approved the main procedures of this study (protocol number 12/13.P.88-A).  Care and 

maintenance of adult and larval zebrafish, and zebrafish breeding methods, followed 

standard protocols published online in the zebrafish book 
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(https://zfin.org/zf_info/zfbook/zfbk.html) and were approved by the Humboldt State 

University IACUC. 

Experimental design 

 This study was a single-factor, between-subjects experimental design.  The factor 

(independent variable) was ablation status, with two levels: control (imaging but no 

ablation), and bilateral DC-2 ablation.  There were nine dependent variables: spontaneous 

activity (1; percentage of time in motion) and visually-evoked and auditory-evoked 

startle response (2, 3), latency (4, 5), total distance traveled at one second post-stimulus 

(6, 7), and maximum velocity one second post-stimulus (8, 9).  Separate independent 

samples t-tests were used comparing ablation and control groups on each dependent 

variable, and chi-squared tests of fit were used for response for each startle trial. 

Procedure 

Propidium iodide—pretectum.  At five-dpf, I selected five DAT:eGFP larvae 

whose swim bladders were inflated.  The steps of ablation process are in Table 1, with 

each successive larva being imaged once the previous one was entered into step seven.  

Initially, I used different settings for the ablation in each fish.  Once I found a 

combination of settings that produced propidium iodide fluorescence around where the 

cell had previously been, I followed the same procedure with those settings for five 

additional fish to verify a consistent effect.  I kept each larva in the incubator for at least 

24 hours and verified they were alive and swimming after that time. 

https://zfin.org/zf_info/zfbook/zfbk.html
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Propidium iodide—vDC.  Following the procedure of the pretectal ablations, I 

selected five 5-dpf larvae with inflated swim bladders.  I followed the procedure laid out 

in Table 1, with the difference in step seven of 15 micro Molar propidium iodide solution 

for 30 minutes.  I started out with laser settings the same and similar to those that had 

been effective for the pretectum.  Again, I then used five additional larvae to establish a 

consistent effect.  I verified that larvae were alive at a minimum of 24 hours after the 

ablation. 
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Table 1 
Procedure of Events for Propidium Iodide Ablation Verification 

Step Procedure 

1 Each larva was embedded in 1.25% agarose on a glass microscope slide 

2 Anesthetized and mounted one fish at a time under the microscope 

3 Pre-ablation image of the pretectum was saved 

4 Performed ablation on a single cell 

5 Post-ablation image of the pretectum was saved 

6 De-embedded the larvae and set them in egg water to recover from the 

anesthetic 

7 Placed in 500 nano Molar propidium iodide solution for 10 minutes 

8 Moved fish into a rinse dish for 15 minutes 

9 Embedded the larva in agar 

10 Anesthetized and mounted the fish under the microscope 

11 Re-imaged the pretectum, with a propidium iodide filter on a separate channel 

12 De-embedded and placed each fish in a separate Petri dish in the incubator 
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DC2 Ablations.  Figure 2 displays the ablation progression.  I randomly selected 

larvae with inflated swim bladders at age five-dpf for experimental and control groups.  I 

anesthetized all larvae with buffered MS222 (Sigma; 0.01% w/v in egg water) and 

embedded on a glass microscope cover slip in low melting temperature agar (1.2% w/v in 

egg water) for immobilization during imaging.  vDC neurons were imaged through the 

dorsal surface of the head using a 20x, .95 numerical aperture water immersion objective 

and the 488 nanometer laser (green fluorescence) at 15% power (regular imaging 

settings).  For ablations, I targeted GFP-positive magnified neurons (using a fully optical 

zoom) and focused so that the brightest area of the soma fit just within the 800x800 

imaging area.  I then switched to the 405 nanometer laser, increased to 100% intensity for 

164 seconds.  To control for the stress of the ablation process, I exposed control group 

larvae to the imaging laser for same approximate time (about 30 minutes) but the laser 

strength remained at 15% and cells were not imaged at high magnification.  I imaged at 

regular settings before and after ablation for verification of target cell identity and 

fluorescence signal loss.    
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Figure 2. Neuron ablation procedures and examples.  Pre-ablation (top) and post-ablation 
(bottom) confocal images are shown for two larvae, one that was ablated (left) and one 
control (right).  Each image is a maximum projection of multiple confocal images taken 
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through the depth plane.  Post-ablation images show the targeted neurons (dotted circles) 
were no longer visible after lasing in the ablated larvae, but otherwise look similar to pre-
ablation images.  These procedures took approximately 40 minutes to complete.   
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 Once I went through this process with three larvae, I moved them into the 

behavior chamber and began the behavior-recording program.  The program delayed any 

recording for two hours, then recorded spontaneous activity, tap startle, and dim startle 

responses, as displayed in Figure 3.  The Pixelink camera recorded at a rate of one frame 

per second, and the high-speed camera recorded at 100 frames per second.  I set the high-

speed camera to record two seconds pre-stimulus and three seconds post-stimulus.  To 

account for the differences in delay times between ablation and testing for each of the 

three fish in each behavioral set, I counterbalanced the order of ablation versus control on 

each day of experimentation.   

Data Analysis.  Data were analyzed to determine differences between ablations 

and control groups using independent samples t-tests and Chi-square tests with Fisher’s 

Exact Probability in R version 3.2.3 (R Core Team, 2015).  All t-tests were performed 

using a Welch Two Sample test, correcting for any inequality in variance.  Further 

analyses examined accounting for possible confounds used ANCOVA also in R.  

Complete custom written analysis scripts are included in Appendix B.  Packages used 

include “psych” (Revelle, 2015), “car” (Fox and Weisbern, 2011), “MBESS” (Kelley, 

2016), and “foreign” (R Core Team, 2015). 
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Figure 3.  Behavioral testing procedures.  High-speed camera recorded at 100 
frames/second for five seconds at a time; PixeLink camera recorded at one frame per 
second for five minutes at a time.  Three larvae were recorded at a time.  
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Results 

Propidium Iodide—Pretectum 

With the Olympus Fluoview microscope, I used the point scan setting spending 

200 microseconds per pixel at 35x zoom with the 405nm laser at 100%, and a numerical 

value of 1500, for a total of 245 seconds.  This meant that the cell body occupied at least 

half of the field of view in all ablation attempts.  Using propidium iodide staining, I 

visually confirmed cell death of targeted cells, as seen in Figure 4 A and B.  Propidium 

iodide concentration was of 500 nano Molar, for a duration of ten minutes, as described 

in the propidium iodide manual (Invitrogen, 2006) was sufficient to stain lased cells in 

the pretectum of the zebrafish larvae. 

Propidium Iodide—vDC 

I photobleached cells in the vDC using the point scan setting of the microscope, 

spending 200 microseconds per pixel at 50x zoom with the 405 nanometer laser at 100%, 

and a numerical value of 1000, for a total of 164 seconds.  Because the vDC is deeper in 

the brain, propidium iodide diffusion to the vDC was slower. To compensate, the 

propidium iodide concentration was increased to 15 micro Molar (as described in 

Hernandez et al., 2006) and incubation duration was increased to 30 minutes.  Propidium 

iodide verified cell death of vDC cells, as seen in Figure 4 C and D, in five out of six 

larvae, such that I was confident this lasing procedure was sufficient to ablate cells of the 

vDC. 
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Figure 4. Labeling of ablated neurons with vital dye, Propidium iodide.  Dashed circles 
show target cell for ablation in each case.  (A) Image of pretectum before ablation 
procedure. (B) Image of pretectum post-ablation, red showing propidium iodide-labeled 
cell death. (C) Image of vDC pre-ablation. (D) Image of vDC post-ablation, with red 
propidium iodide staining.  Propidium iodide fluorescence was faint, consistent with 
labeling of fragmented DNA from an individual killed cell.  Propidium iodide images 
were therefore contrast- and gamma- adjusted to increase visibility of stain.  Each image 
is a maximum projection of multiple confocal images taken through the depth plane. 
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DC2 Ablations 

Table 2 displays number of subjects, means, and standard deviations for each 

variable measured, separated by control versus ablation group.  Number of subjects for 

some of the startle responses decreased because of technical issues.  For post-stimulus 

behaviors, subjects were not included in calculations if there was no response to measure. 

Spontaneous swimming.  Larvae with a bilaterally ablated DC2 spent a lower 

percent of their time swimming (M = 0.21, SD = 0.23) than did control larvae (M = 0.57, 

SD = 0.32), t(30) = 3.598, p = .001, d = 1.27, 95% CI around d = [0.45, 2.09].  The 95% 

CI of the difference in percent time spent swimming between ablated and control groups 

was [15.6%, 56.6%].  Ablated larvae spent less time swimming than control larvae. 

Results were consistent even after accounting for extraneous variables.  I used an 

ANCOVA with covariates of morning or afternoon group, the number of cells available 

to ablate, the delay between lasing and behavior in minutes, and the temperature of the 

water during the behavioral testing.  Ablated larvae still swam less than control larvae, 

F(5, 26) = 12.7, p = .001, η2
p = .328.  In this model, the temperature of the water was 

approaching significance as a covariate, F(5, 26) = 3.8, p = .063, ηp
2 = .127, with warmer 

water increasing movement.  The assumptions of ANCOVA were checked and satisfied. 
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Table 2 
Descriptive Statistics 

  Ablation    Control  

 n M SD  n M SD 

Number of Cells Available to Ablate 16 7.44   1.55  16 8.00 1.46 

Delay between Laser and Behavior 

(minutes) 
16 181.69            48.23  16 175.88 37.85 

Temperature of Water in Behavior 

Chamber (degrees Celsius) 
16 23.02 1.78  16 23.06 1.88 

Percent Time Spent Swimming 16      .21    .24  16 .57 .32 

Tap Response Latency (ms) 5 22.10 26.67  12 45.88 76.68 

Total Distance Traveled One Second Post 

Tap (mm) 
5 13.50 9.06  12 14.99 8.24 

Peak Velocity over One Second Post Tap 

(mm/ms) 
5 1.81 1.58  12 1.96 1.12 

Dim Response Latency (ms) 12 66.94 34.72  16 51.56 48.63 

Total Distance Traveled One Second Post 

Dim (mm) 
12 10.31 7.75  16 15.67 6.95 
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  Ablation    Control  

Peak Velocity over One Second Post 

Dim (mm/ms) 
12 1.10 0.92  16 1.98 1.19 
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Startle response.  There were some significant differences between ablation and 

control groups in the proportion of responses to startle stimuli (Table 3, and Figure 

5).  The DC2 ablated group had a lower startle response rate than the control group for 

each tap and dim trial, with the difference being greatest on dim trials.  Technical 

problems with the video recordings resulted in missing data more commonly in tap trials 

than dim trials, and these missing values were not used in calculations. 
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Table 3 
Chi-Square Tests of Fit for Probability of Response. 

  Total number of fish 

(number responded) χ2 p φ 

 Control Ablation    

Tap Startle      

    1 13 (7) 11 (1) 3.55 .033 0.148 

    2 16 (7) 16 (2) 2.47 .113 0.077 

    3 14 (8) 15 (2) 4.37 .021 0.151 

    4 12 (8) 14 (4) 2.40 .113 0.092 

Dim Startle      

    1 16 (16) 16 (11) 3.79 .043 0.119 

    2 16 (15) 16 (7) 7.13 .006 0.223 

    3 16 (16) 16 (9) 6.59 .007 0.206 

    4 15 (16) 16 (6) 1.76 .139 0.057 

Note. p calculated using Fisher’s Exact Test. 
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Figure 5. Rate of startle responding for ablation and control group for startle responses.  
Auditory- (tap) visual- (dim) evoked startle response rates.  Statistically significant 
different contrasts are noted in Table 3.  X-axis values indicate trial number. 
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For the latency of response, total distance traveled, and peak velocity post 

stimulus, t-test results shown in Table 4.  Calculations were based on average values over 

the four trials of each startle.  Larvae that did not respond in any of the four trials were 

not included in these calculations, resulting in small sample sizes in certain analyses.  

Overall, there were almost no differences one second post-stimuli between control and 

ablated larvae.  Peak velocity post dim-startle was the only significant difference, with 

ablated larvae swimming slower. 
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Table 4 
Results of t-tests for Startle Response Data Comparing Control Versus Ablated Larvae 

Experiment t p Cohen’s d 95% CI around d 

Tap Startle     

    Latency of Response 0.95 .360 0.50 [-1.55, 0.56] 

    Total Distance Traveled 0.32 .762 0.17 [-1.21, 0.88] 

    Peak Velocity 0.20 .851 0.10 [-1.15, 0.94] 

Dim Startle     

    Latency of Response 0.98 .338 0.37 [-0.39, 1.12] 

    Total Distance Traveled 1.89 .072 0.72 [-1.49, 0.06] 

    Peak Velocity 2.23 .034 0.85 [-1.63, -0.06] 

Note. t and d expressed as absolute values. 
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Discussion 

DC2 Ablation Compared to Other Lesions 

The results of this study add new evidence to the hypothesis that the zebrafish 

vDC acts as a functional homolog of the mammalian substantia nigra by showing that 

ablation of a single cluster of DAT-expressing cells in the vDC disrupted motor 

control.  Spontaneous swimming activity was decreased in ablated larvae when compared 

to control larvae, consistent with previous pharmacological and chemogenetic lesion 

results in zebrafish (Anichtchik et al., 2004; Farrell et al., 2011; Godoy, Noble, Yoon, 

Anisman, and Ekker, 2015; Sallinen et al., 2009).  MPTP treatment in zebrafish larvae 

has been previously investigated as a PD model, often using spontaneous swimming 

activity as one of the dependent measures of effects (Anichtchik et al., 2004; Farrell et 

al., 2011; Sallinen et al., 2009).  The 36% decrease in spontaneous swimming activity 

observed after laser ablation of DAT expressing DC2 cells alone in the current study was 

consistent in effect and similar in magnitude with decreased locomotion found following 

MPTP exposure (Anichtchik et al., 2004; Farrell et al., 2011; Sallinen et al., 2009).  

Godoy et al., (2015) also achieved similar motor deficits with chemogenetic ablation of 

DAT positive cells as those found in MPTP models.  

My results are not consistent with those found in PD animal models that are based 

on disruption of the parkin gene, a gene associated with early onset PD in humans (Flinn 

et al., 2009).  Parkin is a gene associated with early-onset PD in humans and researchers 

have examined effects of its expression on PD-related behavioral and neural pathology in 
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animal models.  No differences of total distance traveled were observed between parkin 

deficient zebrafish and wild type controls. One possible explanation for the failure to 

replicate the effects of this gene on PD-related traits in zebrafish in that the five-dpf 

zebrafish larvae examined in the study by Flinn et al. (2009), like those in my current 

study, are likely not at the equivalent developmental point where a human would be 

symptomatic.   

My experiments could have delved further into the spontaneous swimming 

behavior by recording at a higher frame rate, and produced more comprehensive 

information about the individual swimming bouts, as described in Sallinen et al. 

(2011).  Measuring additional components of normal swimming, such as velocity and 

angles of tail bends may have revealed additional and more specific contributions of DC2 

neurons to motor control.  However, with similar results found to those of MPTP studies, 

chemogenetic ablation, and L-DOPA models, the current study clearly adds to the 

evidence that DC2 neurons modulate motor control in zebrafish.  

Spontaneous swimming has been examined more frequently in zebrafish PD 

models than evoked swimming.  I analyzed evoked-startle responses in the current study 

to determine whether DC2 clusters contribute differently to spontaneous and evoked 

movements, just as spontaneous and evoked movements are affected differently in PD 

(Jankovic, 2007).  For the response rate in ablated versus control larvae, I found 

differences between groups on half the trials for auditory-evoked startle responses, and 

three-quarters of the trials for visually-evoked startle responses.  Overall, I concluded that 
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there was a difference between ablated and control groups.  However, Stednitz et al. 

(2015) found no effect of L-DOPA-induced lesions, which included vDC and pretectal 

cells, on visually-evoked startle responses in zebrafish larvae, so more study is clearly 

needed.  An important difference between the L-DOPA or MPTP lesion methods and the 

laser ablations used in the current study is the specificity of the lesion.  L-DOPA 

exposure was shown to affect both vDC and pretectal DAT-expressing neurons and 

theoretically should disrupt all DAT-expressing cells throughout the brain, while laser 

ablations targeted individual neurons (Stednitz et al., 2015).  The greater specificity of 

laser ablations versus drug-induced lesions impaired visual startle responses and the 

larger drug-induced lesions did not, and the important question of whether DAT-

expressing neurons in the vDC contribute differently to spontaneous versus evoked 

movements cannot be answered on the basis of current evidence. 

Auditory-evoked startle trials were inconclusive due to low response rate.  This 

particular form of startle response has not been used as a behavioral phenotype of PD 

models, so no consensus can be made on whether this lack of response is supportive of 

DC2-ablated fish as a PD model.  Further evidence should be collected in various PD 

models to establish a behavioral phenotype of auditory-evoked startle responses, as DC2, 

DC4, and DC5 all project to the spinal cord (Tay et al., 2011). 

Latency of response to dim-startle did not differ between control and ablated 

larvae, consistent with results found following DAT-expressing cell loss (Stednitz et al., 

2015).  The peak velocity was the only difference found one second post visually-evoked 
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startle.  This difference was consistent with observations of the tactile startle response in 

MPTP treated zebrafish larvae (Lam et al., 2005).  Lam et al. found fewer tailbeats after 

tactile startle, and each tailbeat was of a smaller angle for MPTP exposed larvae than for 

controls.  Consistent with this, activity after dim-startle was decreased.  However, with 

ablation effects found for dim-startles but not for tap-startles, comparing the current 

results with tactile startles is questionable. Dunn et al. (2016) found that the optic tectum 

is primarily involved in the response to visually-evoked startle stimuli.  In contrast, the 

auditory stimuli may activate escapes through direct projections from the auditory nerve 

to hindbrain premotor neurons without a need for processing in the tectum or forebrain 

(Tanimoto, Ota, Horikawa, and Oda, 2009).  DC2 neurons project to the tectum and the 

hindbrain (Tay et al., 2011), so it is not clear why DC2 ablation should affect auditory 

and visually-evoked startles differently. 

It is possible that these startle-response results were found due to confounding 

variables.  While optimizing my ablation my technique, I verified with propidium iodide 

that there was no damage dorsal to my target cell, but it is possible that there was damage 

that was missed either to neurons or muscle cells that were not visualized.  Spontaneous 

swimming behavior and startle behaviors were also recorded with only a short rest period 

in between, and so one result may have affected another, such as some spontaneous 

activity being remnants of a startle response.  Future studies should separate these trials 

more to control for this possible confound. 

Evolutionary Conservation of Dopaminergic motor control: Outstanding Questions 
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As described previously, the cell loss in PD disrupts the signaling along the 

nigrostriatal pathway, leading to loss of motor control.  There are two pathways from the 

primary motor cortex: the pyramidal tract, and the extrapyramidal tract, as seen in Figure 

6.  The pyramidal tract is essentially a direct path from the motor cortex (including the 

primary, premotor and supplementary motor areas) to motor neurons in the spinal 

cord.  This system is modulated by the extrapyramidal tract, in which the same signals 

from the motor cortex are processed (or “sorted”) by the basal ganglia before influencing 

the spinal motor mechanism.  The substantia nigra is where much of this sorting begins.  
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Figure 6. Schematic showing putative homology of dopaminergic motor systems in 
human and zebrafish brains.  (A) Mammalian pyramidal (corticospinal) tract and 
extrapyramidal (basal ganglia) motor tracts (Adapted from Kandel et al. 5th ed., page 367 
and Knierim (n.d.)).  (B) Zebrafish endohypothalamic and medial longitudinal 
catecholaminergic tracts (Adapted from Kastenhuber et al. (2010), Schweitzer et al. 
(2011), and Tay et al. (2011)).  Dopaminergic neurons of the endohypothalamic tract, 
which include the vDC neurons ablated in the current study, project to the medulla, where 
they may modulate premotor signals projecting toward the spinal cord.  Dopaminergic 
modulation of motor signals within the zebrafish hindbrain may be homologous to 
dopaminergic modulation of motor signals within the mammalian basal ganglia. 
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While zebrafish lack a cortex and pyramidal tract, their midbrain dopamine 

system (vDC neurons) may still be performing a homologous function in motor control to 

that described for the substantia nigra.  A main factor supporting this homology is that 

dopaminergic DC2 neurons project to the hindbrain, which is the major premotor area in 

the zebrafish brain, and to the spinal cord (Tay et al., 2011).  Therefore, the anatomical 

connections of the vDC are consistent with its role in modulating premotor signals.  

Moreover, the current study showed that ablating DC2 alone was sufficient to disrupt 

motor control in zebrafish, again consistent with a motor control function homologous to 

the mammalian basal ganglia.  Homology between the vDC and substantia nigra cannot 

be proven without further analysis such as additional molecular characterization beyond 

just expression of the dopamine transporter, but this study adds to growing evidence that 

the vDC is an essential part of the zebrafish motor control system.  The zebrafish vDC 

therefore offers a promising model for future PD translational research. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A: ImageJ script 

//ImageJ script for analysis of zebrafish locomotor behavior in multiwell 
plates 

//Gahtan Lab - Written by Sarah Stednitz, Briana Freshner, Kendra Hartsuyker 
//Works on ImageJ 1.47a Java 1.6.0_27 32-bit Ubuntu 13.04 
//Files must be separated into numbered folders manually or via BASH script 
//Rois defined and saved in advance, named by column (A, B, C) and row (1, 2, 

3) 
//*******SET IMAGE THRESHOLD AT LINE 87******** 
//MANUAL FILE DEFINITIONS 
//Define number of folders to be processed 
foldercount=8; 
//Define directory paths for images, rois, and results - make sure these exist 
directory="C:/Users/bcf97/Desktop/15 Jan 2016 Ablations Day1 fish1-

3/Spontaneous Swimming/"; 
roifolder="C:/Users/bcf97/Desktop/15 Jan 2016 Ablations Day1 fish1-

3/Spontaneous Swimming/rois/"; 
resultsdir="C:/Users/bcf97/Desktop/15 Jan 2016 Ablations Day1 fish1-

3/Spontaneous Swimming/results/"; 
//number of images to load per folder 
numimages = "301"; 
 
//define column labels, number of columns, and rows per column. 
columnarray=newArray('A');  
/*column labels, check case, make sure there are rois for each column, don't 

add columns that don't exist*/ 
rownumbers=3; 
columnnumbers=1; 
//initialize folder counter & id variable 
foldernum=0; 
idvar=0; 
wellcoordinates=''; 
//calculate variables based on manual definitions 
wellnum=(rownumbers*columnnumbers)-1; 
greyarray=newArray(foldercount*rownumbers*columnnumbers); 
roiname=newArray(rownumbers*columnnumbers); 
rownumbersplus1=rownumbers+1; 
//load ROIs to be used later 
for (n=0; n<columnnumbers; n++){ 
 for (o=1; o<rownumbersplus1; o++){ 
  wellcoordinates = columnarray[n] + o; 
  roiname = wellcoordinates; 
  roiManager("Open", roifolder+wellcoordinates+".roi"); 
 } 
} 
 
//Loop starts here 
for (j=0; j<foldercount; j++) { 
 //Add to active folder # 
 foldernum=foldernum + 1; 
 //Print to window so you can check which folder it's on at any given time 
 print("Processing folder "+foldernum); 
 //Define directory to search for folders - MAKE SURE THIS PATH IS 
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CORRECT!  
 dir=directory+foldernum; 
 //Concatenate directory path sequentially to avoid bug w/ interpreting 

numerical vs string input  
 arg = "open=[" + dir + "]"; 
 arg = arg + "/*.jpeg number=" +numimages+ " starting=1 increment=1 

scale=100 file=[] or=[] sort";  
 //Import image sequence using previously defined argument 
 run("Image Sequence...", arg); 
 //~~~~IMAGE PROCESSING GOES HERE~~~~ 
 //Use batch mode to speed things up; disable if you need to see the 

images 
 setBatchMode(false); 
 //Add inverted images at beginning to force particle detection results 

even if fish does not move 
 run("Add Slice"); 
 run("Add Slice"); 
 run("Invert", "slice"); 
 //Successive subtraction to isolate only pixels that have changed  
 run("8-bit"); 
 setPasteMode("Subtract"); 
 for(i=1; i<nSlices; i++){ 
         run("Next Slice [>]"); 
         } 
   for(i=1; i<nSlices; i++){ 
             run("Previous Slice [<]"); 
             run("Select All"); 
             run("Copy"); 
             run("Next Slice [>]"); 
             run("Paste"); 
             run("Previous Slice [<]"); 
         } 
     run("Delete Slice", ""); 
 
 //******SET THRESHOLD****** 
 //Threshold successive subtraction sequence after selecting the correct 

window.  
 //Particle analysis requires a binarized (thresholded) image to work.  
 //Manually determine appropriate threshold in ImageJ before running 

script. 
 selectWindow(directory+foldernum); 
 setThreshold(6, 255); 
 //Perform particle analysis for each ROI, save results to text in results 

dir  
 //Change the q<56 bit to however many wells we're looking at. 
 for (p=0; p<columnnumbers; p++){ 
             for (r=0; r<rownumbers; r++){ 
   wellcoordinates = columnarray[p] + r; 
   roiManager("Select", idvar); 
   run("Analyze Particles...", "size=3-Infinity 

circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Nothing clear summarize stack"); 
   selectWindow("Summary of "+directory+foldernum); 
   idvar=idvar+1; 
   saveAs("Text", 

resultsdir+foldernum+wellcoordinates+"Summary.txt");  
   run("Close"); 
   //~~~~END IMAGE PROCESSING~~~~ 
             } 
 } 
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 idvar = 0; /* reset idvar to 0 to start from beginning in new folder */ 
 //Close remaining windows 
 selectWindow(directory+foldernum); 
 print("Complete"); 
 run("Close"); 
} 
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Appendix B: R script 

##@author Briana Freshner 
 #@version 3.2 
 #@date 4 March 2016 
 ## 
 
## 
 # Code to Analyze control versus DC2 ablated 
 #     behavioral responses of zebrafish larvae 
 ## 
 
#load required packages 
library(foreign) 
library(car) 
library(psych) 
library(MBESS) 
 
#read in .csv datafiles, change path as needed 
thesisData<-read.csv("C:/Users/bcf97/Desktop/data4March2016.csv") 
chisqData <- read.csv("C:/Users/bcf97/Desktop/chiTest2.csv") 
 
## Any blank cells, fill in with missing data label 
thesisData[thesisData==""] <-NA 
chisqData[chisqData==""] <-NA 
 
attach(thesisData) 
attach(chisqData) 
 
#### Descriptives #### 
descAll<-describe(thesisData, type=2) #general descriptives 
#descriptives by control versus ablation 
descByGroup<-describeBy(thesisData, group, type=2)  
## NOTE: Check assumptions for ANCOVA before running ## 
 # Assumption: Homogeneity of covariance, no interaction between IV and 

covariate(s) 
 #     use ANCOVA assumptions script to check 
 # Assumption: Random assignment 
 #     Yes 
 # Assumption: Normally distributed data 
 #     Check skew and kurtosis for non-binary variables by group 
 #         (binary variables: group, ampm) 
 # Assumption: Homogeneity of variance 
 #     Check for all non-binary variables by group 
 
 
####Spontaneous Swimming Activity analyses#### 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
SAtResults<-t.test(spontAct~group) 
dCI_SA <- ci.smd(SAtResults$statistic, n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[9], 

n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[9]) 
 
# ANCOVA with morning/afternoon, the number of cells available to ablate,  
#    the minutes of delay, and temperature of water as covariates 
SAanc<-aov(spontAct ~ ampm + numCells + delay + temp + group, data = 

thesisData) 
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SAancovaResults<-Anova(SAanc, type="III") 
 
 
####Startle Responses analyses#### 
 
 
 
### Tap Trials ### 
 
## Probability of Response ## 
## Chi-square test (with Yates' continuity correction 
##     and Fisher's Exact Test for probability values 
chiTap1 <- chisq.test(tap1, group2) 
fisherTap1 <- fisher.test(tap1, group2) 
chiTap2 <- chisq.test(tap2, group2) 
fisherTap2 <- fisher.test(tap2, group2) 
chiTap3 <- chisq.test(tap3, group2) 
fisherTap3 <- fisher.test(tap3, group2) 
chiTap4 <- chisq.test(tap4, group2) 
fisherTap4 <- fisher.test(tap4, group2) 
 
 
## Latency of Response ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
TAPLATtResults<-t.test(tapRespLat~group) 
dTAPLAT <- ci.smd(TAPLATtResults$statistic, n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[10], 

n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[10]) 
 
 
## Total Distance Traveled One Second post Stimulus ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
TAPTOTDISTtResults<-t.test(tapTotalDist~group) 
dTAPTOTDIST <- ci.smd(TAPTOTDISTtResults$statistic, 

n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[11], n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[11]) 
 
 
## Peak Velocity One Second post Stimulus ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
TAPPEAKVELtResults<-t.test(tapPeakVel~group) 
dTAPPEAKVEL <- ci.smd(TAPPEAKVELtResults$statistic, 

n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[12], n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[12]) 
 
 
 
### Dim Trials ### 
 
## Probability of Response ## 
 
## Chi-square test (with Yates' continuity correction 
##     and Fisher's Exact Test for probability values 
chiDim1 <- chisq.test(dim1, group2) 
fisherDim1 <- fisher.test(dim1, group2) 
chiDim2 <- chisq.test(dim2, group2) 
fisherDim2 <- fisher.test(dim2, group2) 
chiDim3 <- chisq.test(dim3, group2) 
fisherDim3 <- fisher.test(dim3, group2) 
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chiDim4 <- chisq.test(dim4, group2) 
fisherDim4 <- fisher.test(dim4, group2) 
 
 
 
## Latency of Response ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
DIMLATtResults<-t.test(dimRespLat~group) 
dDIMLAT <- ci.smd(DIMLATtResults$statistic, n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[13], 

n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[13]) 
 
 
## Total Distance Traveled One Second post Stimulus ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
DIMTOTDISTtResults<-t.test(dimTotalDist~group) 
dDIMTOTDIST<- ci.smd(DIMTOTDISTtResults$statistic, 

n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[14], n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[14]) 
 
 
## Peak Velocity One Second post Stimulus ## 
 
# t-test of ablation group versus control 
DIMPEAKVELtResults<-t.test(dimPeakVel~group) 
dDIMPEAKVEL <- ci.smd(DIMPEAKVELtResults$statistic, 

n.1=descByGroup$Ablation$n[15], n.2=descByGroup$Control$n[15]) 
 
 
####### Results in legible form ####### 
##Descpriptives 
names <- c("Group", "AM or PM", "Number of Cells", "Time Delay", "Temperature", 

"Percent Time in Motion",  "Latency of Tap Response", "Total Ditance 
Traveled One Second Post Tap", "Peak Velocity One Second Post Tap", 
"Latency of Dim Response", "Total Ditance Traveled One Second Post Dim", 
"Peak Velocity One Second Post Dim") 

means <- c(descAll$mean[4:15]) 
ns <- c(descAll$n[4:15]) 
sds <- c(descAll$sd[4:15]) 
skews <- c(descAll$skew[4:15]) 
descriptives <- data.frame(names, means, ns, sds, skews) 
 
##Descriptives by group 
namesByGroup <- c("AM or PM", "Number of Cells", "Time Delay", "Temperature", 

"Percent Time in Motion",  "Latency of Tap Response", "Total Ditance 
Traveled One Second Post Tap", "Peak Velocity One Second Post Tap", 
"Latency of Dim Response", "Total Ditance Traveled One Second Post Dim", 
"Peak Velocity One Second Post Dim") 

meansAblation <- c(descByGroup$Ablation$mean[5:15]) 
nsAblation <- c(descByGroup$Ablation$n[5:15]) 
sdsAblation <- c(descByGroup$Ablation$sd[5:15]) 
skewsAblation <- c(descByGroup$Ablation$skew[5:15]) 
descriptivesAblation <- data.frame(namesByGroup, meansAblation, nsAblation, 

sdsAblation, skewsAblation) 
meansControl <- c(descByGroup$Control$mean[5:15]) 
nsControl <- c(descByGroup$Control$n[5:15]) 
sdsControl <- c(descByGroup$Control$sd[5:15]) 
skewsControl <- c(descByGroup$Control$skew[5:15]) 
descriptivesControl <- data.frame(namesByGroup, meansControl, nsControl, 
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sdsControl, skewsControl) 
 
descriptives 
descriptivesControl 
descriptivesAblation 
 
 
## Make a dataset of t-test results 
analysis <- c("Percent Time in Motion", "Latency of Tap Response", "Total 

Ditance Traveled One Second Post Tap", "Peak Velocity One Second Post 
Tap", "Latency of Dim Response", "Total Ditance Traveled One Second Post 
Dim", "Peak Velocity One Second Post Dim") 

resultsT <- c(SAtResults$statistic, TAPLATtResults$statistic, 
TAPTOTDISTtResults$statistic, TAPPEAKVELtResults$statistic, 
DIMLATtResults$statistic, DIMTOTDISTtResults$statistic, 
DIMPEAKVELtResults$statistic)  

resultsP <- c(SAtResults$p.value, TAPLATtResults$p.value, 
TAPTOTDISTtResults$p.value, TAPPEAKVELtResults$p.value, 
DIMLATtResults$p.value, DIMTOTDISTtResults$p.value, 
DIMPEAKVELtResults$p.value) 

resultsD <- c(dCI_SA$smd, dTAPLAT$smd, dTAPTOTDIST$smd, dTAPPEAKVEL$smd, 
dDIMLAT$smd, dDIMTOTDIST$smd, dDIMPEAKVEL$smd)  

resultsCIdLower <- c(dCI_SA$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, dTAPLAT$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dTAPTOTDIST$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, dTAPPEAKVEL$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dDIMLAT$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, dDIMTOTDIST$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dDIMPEAKVEL$Lower.Conf.Limit.smd) 

resultsCIdUpper <- c(dCI_SA$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, dTAPLAT$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dTAPTOTDIST$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, dTAPPEAKVEL$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dDIMLAT$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, dDIMTOTDIST$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd, 
dDIMPEAKVEL$Upper.Conf.Limit.smd) 

tTestResults <- data.frame(analysis, resultsT, resultsP, resultsD, 
resultsCIdLower, resultsCIdUpper) 

 
## Make a dataset of chi-square results 
trial <- c("Tap 1", "Tap 2", "Tap 3", "Tap 4", "Dim 1", "Dim 2", "Dim 3", "Dim 

4") 
chiSquare <- c(chiTap1$statistic, chiTap2$statistic, chiTap3$statistic, 

chiTap4$statistic, chiDim1$statistic, chiDim2$statistic, 
chiDim3$statistic, chiDim4$statistic) 

fisherP <- c(fisherTap1$p.value, fisherTap2$p.value, fisherTap3$p.value, 
fisherTap4$p.value, fisherDim1$p.value, fisherDim2$p.value, 
fisherDim3$p.value, fisherDim4$p.value) 

chisqResults <- data.frame(trial, chiSquare, fisherP) 
 
#Display all results 
chisqResults 
tTestResults 
SAancovaResults 
 
## detach dataset so there are no problems with masking later 
detach(chisqData) 
detach(thesisData) 
##Done 


